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Our Approach

❖ Four15 Digital develops a customized approach to 

Facebook Ads (FB) for every client and their business. 

However, we’ve created this introduction to the general 

framework of our methodology.

❖ Facebook, like Google, works with almost any type of 

business, whether B2B or B2C, across devices and goals - 

it will work for you too, when done right. 

❖ Our predominant focus is on performance advertising 

supported by nurturing campaigns that have the ultimate 

goal of influencing a trackable online action.
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7 Key Categories
In 2019, you will need to nail most - if not all - of these categories in order for your Facebook ads to succeed. It is a mistake 

to fixate on only one or two categories at the expense of the others because neglecting categories will result in a 

suboptimal performance.
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Audiences and Targeting
An audience-targeting document is created to prepare for every engagement, and includes audience sizes as well as 
audience samples we decided not to include. This document will also include creative learnings for each defined audience 
(including user-stage audiences).

Prefered audience segments include:

Lookalike (LAL) Audiences

❖ LALs audiences are usually created on past customer seed 

lists, but in some cases leads and other lists are leveraged. 

We aim to make LALs based on seed audiences of about 

1,000 users although LALs can be created from a minimum 

of 100 matched users

❖ The current FB 1% US audience size is about 2,160,000. 

➢ This may be too large for many B2B advertisers, so is 

not an appropriate strategy for every advertiser.

❖ We expand LAL sizes based on the available budget and, 

more importantly, performance of smaller LALs.

❖ FB’s interest recommendations are restricted to higher 

volume audiences.

➢ We also explore lower volume/more specific audiences 

through usage of the FB API to ensure more niche 

(usually better performing) audiences.

❖ User technology, devices and other options are also 

considered

➢ e.g. restricting ads to users of certain OS versions, 

browsers, etc.

Interests, Behaviors, Demos and Technology
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Audiences and Targeting (cont.)

CRM/Email Lists Website Visitors

❖ Can be used to make LAL 

audiences, and also leveraged for 

direct targeting.

➢ Especially important for B2B, 

or any high value  prospects 

for any business.

➢ Not email addresses will be 

matched (we expect around 

50%)

❖ We also use the Facebook pixel to 

create remarketing pools based on 

users who...

➢ Viewed specific page(s)

➢ Spent more or less time on your 

website

➢ Etc.
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Data Integrity and Optimization: Non-Overlapping 
Audiences, Data and Reporting
There is more reporting data available through the API than the Facebook UI. Using this additional reporting information, 
in conjunction with the overlapping audiences tool, we are able to analyze target-specific performance data. 

This data allows us to create segmented targets for our ad sets , which prevents ‘bundled’ bids. Avoiding ‘bundled’ bids is 
key to FB success because it allows specific bids that are more in-line with a user’s potential financial value .

❖ Audience level reporting data using FB API and 

UI (even if ad sets have multiple targeting 

audiences).

❖ Minimizing audience overlap

➢ Negative audiences (e.g. 2% LAL removes 

1% LAL users for cleaner data).

➢ Overlapping audiences tool.

❖ Segmentation where possible.

Our Main Principles Include

➢ Giving FB too many ‘bundled’ options allows them to 
create a portfolio bidding approach, meaning FB’s 
algorithm can average out your best and worst 
performing audiences.

➢ Rather, ad types and units with performance that vary 
significantly should have their own ad sets or 
campaigns (e.g FB vs Instagram).
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Bidding and Campaign Goals: Marketing Funnel
We expand Facebook Ads accounts by using an “upside down funnel budgeting” strategy, meaning we focus spend as 
much as we can for users lower in the funnel, then work our way up the funnel as budget allows. We test and learn how 
top-of-funnel marketing can later improve performance of that user when they are farther down the funnel. As we go down 
the funnel, we hope to invest more on those who are further along in their buying journey.

➢    Conversions

➢    Landing Page Views

➢    Link Clicks

➢    Unique Reach

➢    Impression

Available and F15-preferred 
bid options

Campaign Goals: Inverted 
funnel view

➢ Focus on lower funnel users. 

Move upwards in the funnel as 

budget allows.

➢ Geo test effectiveness of 

awareness ads combined with 

lower funnel ads to confirm 

how influential awareness 

media is.
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1. Awareness

2. Discovery

3. Evaluation

4. Intent

5. Purchase

6. Loyalty

❖ Have an attribution model that assigns value 
to view-through conversions and 
incrementality for accurate ROI.

❖ Start spending at the bottom of the funnel and 
work your way up!

❖ Spend more per user in lower stages of the 
funnel.

Bidding and Campaign Goals: Marketing Funnel (cont.)
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Creative: Ads, Placements, and Landing Pages
On social media, certain ads are intended for certain placements, so we need to consider this when optimizing. This is 
another version of segmentation. Creative is definitely important, but it’s just 1 of 7 key categories. It is possible to have 
great creative, but poor campaign performance.

Everything Needs To Be Working Together To Succeed:

1. Ad rotation schedules are determined by reporting on ad 

frequency per user vs effectiveness.

➢ Best performing ads can be resubmitted to 

combat ‘staleness’/restart the FB algorithm.

➢ Ad testing matrix/record for findings

   2.  Offer testing.

➢ How effective are white papers vs sending traffic to 

the site, etc.

   3. Ad testing regime.

➢ Which ad types work best? 

■ Video vs image vs carousel

1. FB vs Instagram vs Audience Network placements.

➢ Custom ads for each network if classified as high 

value.
   2. Two Testing methods.

➢ Directional learning: Testing multiple creatives, we 
can come up with general directives/rules for good 
ad copy testing.

➢ Split Audiences: For more specific, pointed tests 
with more even ad rotation.

   3. Documentation: Test results and learnings are       
documented by audience (a continue of our ‘audience’ plan).
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Creative: Ads, Placements, and Landing Pages (cont.)

1. Testing ad elements (split audiences)

➢ Post text

■ Short vs long

■ Clear vs mysterious

➢ Image/video

➢ Headline/Description

■ Benefit statements

➢ Call to Action (CTA) 

2. Copywriting POV

➢ Fear, vanity, greed, and other emotional triggers

➢ Clear, simple value statements (fast, free, easy, etc.)

■ Benefits over features

● “Save Money...’ vs ‘Budget Optimizer…”  

➢ Alignment with landing pages/existing brand 
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Ad Types

❖ Audience Network In-stream Videos

❖ Audience Network Native, Banner and 

Interstitial

❖ Audience Network Rewarded Videos

❖ Facebook Feed

❖ Facebook In-Stream Videos

❖ Facebook Instant Articles

❖ Facebook Marketplace

❖ Facebook Right Column

❖ Facebook Stories

❖ Facebook Suggested Video

❖ Instagram Explore

❖ Instagram Feed

❖ Instagram Stories

❖ Messenger Inbox

❖ Messenger Sponsored 

Messages

❖ Messenger Stories

Placements

❖ Carousel

❖ Catalogs

❖ Collection

❖ Dynamic

❖ Instant Experience

❖ Video

❖ Lead Generation

❖ Page Likes

❖ Single Image

❖ Slideshow

❖ Stories

Creative: Ads, Placements, and Landing Pages (cont.)
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Tracking
Tracking informs everything we do. Tracking informs the machine 
learning algorithms that help make our campaigns perform better. 
Optimizing tracking, and aligning these tracking abilities with your 
advertising goals, is critical to running a profitable, sustainable, 
scalable program.

❖ Goals inform campaign objective creation.

➢ We work with clients to define these goals. However, 

our predominant approach is to consider FB as a direct 

response channel - meaning ‘brand awareness’ 

campaigns should be created with the goal of 

nurturing a sale/lead/etc. and tracked to see how well 

these campaigns support sales/leads/etc.

❖ Offline conversion import where possible for data clarity (FB 

cannot optimize toward this data currently).

❖ Publisher tracking reconciliation with back-end sales data 

(audits). 

➢ Triangulation with Google Analytics and other tools.
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Brand Safety
While we are a performance media agency, we are still very aware 

of the importance of protecting and enhancing your brand 

through online media. While options on Facebook are somewhat 

limited in this area compared to Google, they are certainly 

powerful.

These include:

Block lists

➢ Consider excluding partner network

Creative review/approval from client

Ad type exclusion where applicable
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Optimization Calendar
A clear plan is a great communication tool, but media is optimized 

predominately through data analysis. ‘Set it and forget it’ is sadly NOT a thing of 

the past, as many agencies spend all their time building Powerpoints and not 

enough optimizing the account.

We complete about 2-3 Facebook optimization tasks per day.

➢ These tasks include simple settings checks, audience checks, 

UTM parameter alignment checks, and more.

Bigger optimizations are completed 1-2 times per month.

➢ These tasks include image ad builds, placement scrubs, 

platform scrubs, ad copy builds, etc.

The optimization calendar is customized based on each clients’ 

unique business strategy and needs.
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Tools Used

Facebook Provided Tools: 

Google Provided Tools:

Audience Insights, Page insights, reporting and targeting API, Overlapping 

audiences, Ad Transparency, Text overlay tool, Attribution, Uplift studies, 

Placement List, Creative Hub, Facebook ad library

Data Studio, Analytics

3rd Party Tools:

Moat.com, SimilarWeb.com, Supermetrics, Wicked Reports

Client Resources:

Brand Guide


